LOUZSBY TALKS AT VESPERS TODAY

Social Worker to Discuss Problem of Safeguarding Children.

Dr. Owen E. Lowsby will deliver the Vesper address on the theme, "Children's Chicken Days." In the natural science auditorium at 4:30 this afternoon, Dr. Lowsby is a man of much experience in practical sociology, and his discourse will be broad and comprehensive.

The invitation to the lecture was extended by the Student Council, where Dr. Lowsby has held pastorate in regard to a man with a mission.

"Who, Bill with These" will be based on request by the Men's Glee Club. The University orchestra will perform.

The Rev. J. A. Houston of the First Congregational church will give the invocation.

LITERARY SOCIETIES TO INVITE TUESDAY

First Women's Literary Society

Saturday afternoon at the Student Assembly building.

First Freshman Literary Society

Thursday at 7 o'clock.

The two women's literary societies will be invited to the first annual literary conference to be held at the University.

The first literary conference, which will be held on Tuesday, will be attended by the following literary societies: First Women's Literary Society, First Freshman Literary Society, and the Student Literary Society. The conference will be held in the Student Assembly building at 10 a.m.

The conference will consist of a program of readings, recitations, and discussions on literary topics. The program will be divided into two parts: the morning session and the afternoon session.

The morning session will begin at 10 a.m. with a welcome address by the president of the University. The welcome address will be followed by a number of readings and recitations by members of the literary societies. The morning session will conclude with a debate on the topic of "The Importance of Literature in Society," moderated by a faculty member.

The afternoon session will begin at 2 p.m. with a presentation by a distinguished speaker on a topic related to literature. The afternoon session will be followed by a panel discussion on "The Role of Literature in Contemporary Society," with panelists from the literary societies and the faculty.

The conference is open to all members of the University community. Admission is free, and no registration is required.

The conference is sponsored by the University's Office of Arts and Humanities and the Department of English.

For more information, contact the Office of Arts and Humanities at artsandhumanities@uconn.edu.
ENTRERING MANS DOMAIN
Yesterday's issue of The Daily Iowan was got out by a woman, the horse that does the Greek work is for every man lost but the thrift spending.

"As an added potential by the late acquisition, Coll~e... than an institution like our own, they will take care of the enemy. at impracticable in this university. But pressed the Greek Ideal now which would make the scheme beauty-and and therefore, enrollment approximately, occupies is already in operation in several they are now laying plans for a of something-and

If we get down to bed rock, we investing in war savings stamps. Better give up insurance now than to negotiate. Buy War Savings stamps. Investing in War Savings Stamps builds up America's fighting man power. Make your two bits do its bit. Buy savings stamps.

If we take care of our soldiers they will take care of the enemy, buy War Savings stamps. If you need more for your family they we certainly can lend our money. Say War Savings stamps.

CONTEMPORARY OPINION
BEAUTY AND EFFICIENCY
The Greek mind worshipped the human body because the human body was the highest expression of beauty—and the word beauty is used in its proper sense. All the best part of the Greek spirit is beauty. Even the feet of the man and the women at Olympia and Praxiteles created just of market cosmetics.

They are being sold by every puddy in sculpture as fascinating bits of that all-prevading world of beauty, which the Greek mind and soul had devoted itself to.

The feet of men and the women of to-day are hideous. They are so hideous that some sensitive people would like to invoke the aid of misshapen objects by mentioning the word. The feet of young children alone are beautiful in our day. They are sensibly because seen and not been cramped and twisted and distorted out of shape which nature gave them by the fact that now will ruin the barbicre torture to which the Chinese have subjected the foot of their will's long women centuries.

If women done to be alone by this senseless distortion of the feet, it would have been enough, but the meekness of the feet is largely destroyed by this ridiculous fashion. The moving powers of the American army have been seriously reduced by the unnatural habit of wearing shoes that do hit the shape of the feet.

Let us worse our best root for the human body. That would be a useful reformed even from the purely animalistic point of view, because the cardinal principal of the Greek philosophy was that usefulness and beauty go hand in hand.

THIRD SPENDING AND SPEND-THRIFTING (By Eliza Porter Butler)

Author of "Fire and Flips"

Peter Paulk had a penny, Sammy Sklinker had a cent. Peter put his penny in his pocket until he had twenty-five and then he bought a Thrift Stamp. Then Peter saved twenty-five cents for himself, he had lent twenty-five cents to the government, he had committed the government in buying twenty-five cents worth of services or goods to help him in the war, he had helped business, himself, his country.

Sammy Sklinker spent his coin for some silly, insignificant item—stewed something—and saved nothing, did not help the government and was Sammy Sklinker.

Peter can purchase paves paths to permanency, Sammy's silly spending stagnates same as before.

MORAL: Buy War Savings stamps - We all need more for our families.

THE RUINS (The American Printer)

Herbert Hoover says "Ruins" to be used in this war to be seen from a reading of a speech made by the value in his soldiers on the eve of their departure for China, July 27, 1918.

"As soon as you come to Blows with the enemy he will be beaten.

So many will be shown! No cries will be taken! As the Huns, under King Alfred, made a name for themselves, which is still mighty in traditions and legends today, may the name of German be so fixed in our hearts, until we are free from the wrongs of the war in our fatherland. To the Huns as a name for our fallen!

HEDY QUOTATIONS BODY MAT (Minneapolis Daily

Since the victory for women's rights in New York, the campus at St. Olaf College becomes more and more it and boldly express their opinion of all who do not agree with them. Yesterday afternoon a hetereoy was thrown into disorder by a host of argument over women's suffrage between a line man and woman. The man was in hot water for considerable time, but fairly potential ability asserted itself and the title of lecture was turned. At six one of the girls took the floor and threw a hose of oratorical quotations and the poor man war in rust. The spells of battle were small, consisting of nine areas and a broken cover glass. As usual, everybody but Prof.

Facts About the World War Prepared by The Department of History of the University

WHAT PREMISES STANDS FOR
There is no doubt as to Prussia's position in Germany. There is no doubt of her being a republic, not a power. There is no doubt of her responsibility in the present war. These statements are clearer and more simple than the knowledge of the facts to speak them up.

A glance at the map of Europe will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany. A glance at the statistics of population will show the predominance of Prussia in Germany.

"(Continued on page 2.)"
PASTIME---SUNDAY AND MONDAY

"THE GERMAN CRUSE IN RUSSIA"

TAKEN IN RUSSIA BY DONALD O. THOMPSON, THE DARE-DEVIL PHOTOGRAPHER OF LESLIE'S WEEKLY. YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT IT, NOW SEE IT. ACTUAL SCENES OF THE RIOTS IN PEOPLED AND ON THE GERMAN-RUSSIAN FIRING LINE. THE GREATEST WAR PICTURE EVER TAKEN OF THE WORLD-WIDE CONFLICT.

ALSO MUTUAL WEEKLY AND FORD TRAVELIQUE

PASTIME SHOWS AT,—12:30-3:30-4:30-6:00-7:30-9:00 COME IN THE AFTERNOON ADMISSION 10c & 15c

(Continued from page 2)

power to declare war virtually rests in him.

But the preponderance thus shown is only a small part of the story. Prussian government is based upon the eighteenth century divine right of kings, resting upon the absolutism of a junker class, a landed nobility as really an authority as were the medieval feudal lords. This class controls the Prussian legislature and holds the high places in the government where the policies of empire were made.

With an eighteenth century outlook, militarism has always controlled Prussia. The organization of society lends itself to the idea of a strong army and has been the mainspring in the development of a strong navy. Moreover, this Prussia is not over against the liberal powers of France, England, and Italy.

THE PLACE TO HAVE YOUR BARBER WORK DONE

W. A. SUTTON

Next to the Englert.

WRIGLEYS

In every letter to your boy with the land forces or the fleet, send him a few bars or a package of WRIGLEYS.

The times when it's hard to get are the times they prize it. They want the lasting refreshment, the cool, sweet comfort of this handy confection.

LOST—A BAG OF GOLD

On Saturday, December 1st, Katherine Foley, an employee of the Newcom Company, Missoula, lost the result of years of savings. For three years she had married in her pocket a bag of $26, $10 and $5 gold pieces.

"It was afraid to put it in the bank," she told the police. "If, three years ago she had invested it in "First Mutual" Certificates of Deposit she would have had $50. It is in addition to the original $75, a tiny sum of accrued interest due and payable upon them.

We pay 4 per cent for six months or a year on our c. T—of—all untrusted money.

First National Bank
The Farmer's Loan & Trust Co.

T. L. W. A. WILL INITIATE

All girls who signed up for women's Athletic association were asked to appear at the gymnasium for initiation on Wednesday night at 7:30. Initiation fee is requested.

Also, old members who have not paid will be asked to do so at this meeting. Lunch will be served.

WOMAN SPEAKER AT LECTURE IS ACTIVE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Mrs. Walter McIntire Miller is director of food administration for her home state of Nevada. Mrs. Miller, whose home is in Columbia, Missouri, has been interested in various national movements in the past and is now delivering a series of food conservation lectures for the U. S. Food Administration.

Miss Miller, who was graduated from the University of Missouri, has been an active member of several clubs and organizations and has served as president of a number of them. She is now a member of the Missouri State Board of Agriculture, and a member of the Executive Board of the National Agricultural Workers Union, to which she has been a delegate for many years.

At the beginning of the semester Mrs. Miller lectured on the history of women's rights and the part they have played in shaping the world today. She discussed the work of many women's clubs and organizations and emphasized the importance of cooperation between women and men in solving the problems of the day.

Mrs. Miller's lectures have been well-received, and she has been invited to speak at several other institutions. She is a member of the National Women's League and is active in many other organizations.

The meeting given Tuesday under the auspices of the University of Missouri Food Administration was held in the Methodist church at 8 o'clock instead of in the liberal arts auditorium as was previously announced by the committee.

Mrs. Miller will speak, and will also John B. Lord, of the Missouri Food Administration.

WILL MEET AT METHOIST CHURCH

Place of Lecture Changed From Liberal Arts Auditorium to Church.
Want Ads
Rate: 12 words, 15c, 1st additional word.
Three insertions, 10c Local.
40 a line, 50c each line, 10c a column.
All classified ads, 60c in advance.
FOR RENT—Large furnished residence.
Room for two men.
R. Capron, 8.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms.
Each for $10. 473 W. Nila St.
R. 492.
WANTED—Tryings of those interested in student,....
Wanted work and reasonable prices.
Call Martin, 1917, Room I. A.
FOR RENT—Furnished room, $15.
W. Dubuque St. Tel. 3302. 878.
PIANO FOR RENT—or place is responsible.
Phone R. 1757 at evening.
L07—Small green umbrella in
basement of Natural Science Hall.
Thursday night, call 1909.
WANTED—Wanted printer 3 to 4
and 2 to a day.
And some or make up.
Also a linotype operator, evening.
C. B. Press.

DEDICATION OF NEW
DEPARTMENT BUILDING
TO BE NEXT FRIDAY
(Continued from page 1)

singing of the national anthem, will
be the presentation of the American Committes
and the playing of the National
American University of Iowa.

Dedication services will be
by President Young for the
and Frank T. Brown for
the dental faculty.
Greeting on behalf of the
National Dental association
will be extended by Major
H. Logan, Washington, 11. C.
and by the Dental Faculies
and the Dental Faculties

University of Iowa.

FOR PRINTING IN TRACTS, BOOKS, GUIDES OR ANY OTHER PUBLICATIONS...

GARDEN--Today and Tomorrow
GREATER VITAGEAL BLUE RIBBON FEATURE WITH
MARY ANDERSON AND ALFRED WHITMAN
ALSO A BIG V COMEDY--"GRIT AND GRATITUDE" ADMISSION 5c & 10c.

WILL AMERI FOR
Prof. M. L. INBER
Social Service

LAMCES T. McCUTCCHEN
Voluntary Being
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